UNIFORM VIOLATION
Individual Warning – Notification Card
INSTRUCTIONS: When an official discovers a competitor wearing an illegal uniform, they are to complete this card and present it to the Meet Referee.
Information as it pertains to a competitor wearing an illegal uniform.
SCHOOL_______________________________________________

ATHLETE’S GENDER (M) or (F) Circle One

ATHLETE’S NAME__________________________________ (or Number – If applicable) __________EVENT ___________TIME___________
MEET OFFICIAL’S NAME_______________________________________________
Check box when step was completed





Athlete was informed of the violation
Referee was informed of the violation by the official
Uniform was made legal

REFEREE______________________________________________________________ (name)




Received this card from official

TIME____________

Head coach of the team informed of violation

TIME____________

__________________________________________________
Head Coach's Signature

__________________________________________________
Referee’s Signature

For the first violation, the competitor shall be required to make the uniform legal before further competition, and be issued a warning that subsequent violation shall result in
disqualification from the event. The referee shall be notified of the violation by the observing meet official and he/she shall then notify the head coach of the offending school
of the competitor’s violation and warning. GIVE TO MEET DIRECTOR WHEN SIGNED.
-
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